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^ (57) Abstract: The inventive system and method allows the control of shielding gas in an electric welding apparatus having auto-

—^ matic wire feed by controlling the flow rate of the shielding gas as a function of the wire feeding speed and/or the welding current

?5 obtained. A control circuit (112) receives an input signal (203) that is representative for the wire feeding speed and/or the welding

current, and issues, in response to the input signal (203), a control signal (206) to a controllable flow control valve (110) in a gas

Q supply line (201, 202, 208), which passes shielding gas from a tank (101), via a regulator valve (102), to a discharge nozzle of the

welding apparatus welding gun. An adjusting unit (1 13) provides an operator with an interface which permits adjustments of the

parameters that determine the flow rate function.
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WELDING MACHINE

The invention relates to systems for the supply of shielding gas to an area in which a

welding operation is being carried out, and relates in particular to a control solution

which provides control of the shielding gas supply as a function ofthe actual welding

operation.

For welding operations in which the actual welding area is to be covered with an inert

shielding gas, it is usual to obtain the shielding gas from a supply mat where the gas is

at a relatively high pressure. It is therefore usual to install a regulator valve in the

supply line in fairly close proximity to the point at which the actual welding apparatus is

located, and to control the flow rate by means of a flow valve which is normally fitted

on the supply line immediately after the regulator valve. When a wire welding

£q[)paratus is used, the welding apparatus will also be equipped with a simple on/ofiT gas

supply valve which admits the flow ofshielding gas to the welding gun when an

operator starts a welding operation, and shuts offthe flow of gas to the welding gun

when the operator finishes the welding operation. Adjustment ofthe flow rate is usually

made by manual adjustment ofthe flow valve, and will depend upon a number of

factors that are associated with the welding work to be done. These factors may, for

example, be the character ofthe weldiag wire, the geometry ofthe welding gun nozzle

and/or the welding current the operator is going to use. To achieve a completed welding

job of a particular quality, it is ofutmost importance that the operator should make the

correct adjustment of the regulator valve, and even more important is the correct

adjustment of the flow valve. A typical system that is used at present is shown in Fig. 1

ofthe attached drawings.

As can be seen from Figure 1, a first length of supply hne will typically be located

between the gas tank (or gas supply imit) and the point at which the regulator valve and

flow valve are located. A second (in this instance substantial) length of supply line will

be located between the point at which the regulator valve and the flow valve are located

and the position ofthe gas supply valve (which typically is an integral part ofthe main

unit ofthe welding apparatus), whilst a third length of supply line will be located

between the gas siqpply valve and the actual welding gun nozzle &om where the gas can

exit freely in order to flow out over the weld. From this it follows that both before the

start of a welding operation and after the completion ofa welding operation, an

"overpressure" wtQ build up in the second length ofthe supply line, which

"overpressure" corresponds to the pressure set in the regulator valve. When a welding
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operation is commenced and the gas supply valve opens, this "overpressure" will result

in an immediate and forceflil emission of gas which, after the "overpressure" has been

relieved, will take on a flow rate that is determined by the setting ofthe flow valve.

When the operator has to carry out his welding in the form ofmany welding operations

of short duration, this results in frequent "blow-outs" which cause both a substantial

increase in gas consumption and undesirable flow conditions at the gas outlet ofthe

welding gun nozzle.

Another factor that is of importance for the quality of a welding job is that the flow rate

is set correctly in relation to other welding parameters, as mentioned above. Whilst

carrying out a welding operation, a welding operator will typically make in-process

adjustments of settings that affect the feeding speed of the welding wire and/or the value

ofthe welding current. When these parameters are changed, corresponding changes

should be made in the shielding gas flow rate. In practice, changes ofthe shielding gas

flow rate are rarely made, partly because the controls for the adjustment ofthe welding

wire feeding speed and/or the welding current are typically located on the main part of

the welding apparatus, which in the case oflarge welding vmits are often located some

distance from the position ofthe flow valve, and partly because this means yet another

operation for the operator. The operator may then for his own convenience first set the

flow rate which in any case is high enough to meet all needs, and this in turn may result

in the use of an unnecessarily high flow rate and thus an "over-consumption" ofthe

expensive shielding gas.

Patent documents DE 3544280, EP 2860974, US 3811027, US 4278864, US 5017757

and US 5772102 all concern techniques that are related to electric welding, and to a

varying degree all deal with the problems concerning shielding gas. However, none of

these docimients seem to disclose the features that characterise the present invention or

to address the aforementioned mattes by providing a solution that corresponds to any of

the solutions of the present invention.

On the basis ofthe matters mentioned above, there is a need for a solution that will,

without any input from the op^ator, adjust tiie flow rate ofthe shielding gas

continuously during the performance of a welding job, and control the flow rate ofthe

shielding gas, thereby reducing the total gas consumption.

Accordingly, the object ofthe invention is to provide solutions whereby improvements

ofthe control ofthe shielding gas supply in a welding apparatus are obtained.
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The invention provides a control system for controlling the shielding gas supply to a

wire welding apparatus, which wire welding apparatus has a wire feed device (106)

having a feed signal output which is indicative of a wire feeding speed (U), which wire

welding apparatus is connected to a gas tank (101) via a gas supply line (210, 202), in

which supply line there may according to choice be arranged a pressure regulator (102)

and a manometer (103), which is characterised in that the control system comprises a

controllable gas flow valve (110) having a valve inlet, a valve outlet and a valve control

signal input, a gas flow sensor (1 1 1) having a gas inlet, a gas outlet and a sensor signal

output, and a programmable control circuit (1 12) having a first and a second input and a

first output, wherein the gas tank has an inlet connection (201, 202) to the valve inlet,

the valve outlet has a valve outlet coimection (207) to the gas inlet, the gas outlet has a

gas outlet connection (208) to a shielding gas outlet, the feed signal output has a feed

signal connection (203) to the fiorst input, the sensor signal ou^ut has a sensor signal

connection (205) to tiie second input, the control signal output has a control signal

connection (206) to the valve control signal input, and the programmable control circuit

comprises a processor which, in accordance with at least one program in a first memory

in the control circuit, and on the basis of signals received at the first and second inputs,

provides at the first output a valve control signal (Q), which valve control signal has a

dynamic range of values limited by a predetermined minimum value (Qmin) and a

predetermined maximimi value (Qmax).

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the programmable control circuit has a third input, which

third input is a communications port for the transfer ofthe at least one program firom a

programming device (1 13), via a communication connection (204), to the memory.

hi one embodiment of the invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the program comprises at least one instmction to the

processor instmcting the processor to issue the valve control signal as a signal that is

proportional to a signal representing the diflFerence between the signal at the first input

and the signal at the second input.

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is charactOTsed in that the program comprises at least one instmction to the

processor instructing the processor to issue the valve control signal as a signal that is

proportional to a signal representing the difTer^ce between the signal at the first input
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and the signal at the second input, proportional to a signal representing a time integral

ofthe difference between the signal at the first input and the signal at the second input,

and proportional to a signal representing a time derivative ofthe difference between the

signal at the first input and the signal at the second input.

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the program comprises at least one instruction to the

processor instructing the processor, firom the time the signal at the first input exceeds a

first threshold value (Uthl) and in an immediately subsequent first predetermined time

period, to issue at the first output a single si^ial that is constant and having a value

which corresponds substantially to the minimum value (Qmin).

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the control circuit comprises a second memory arranged to

continuously register the signal value at the first output, and that the program comprises

at least one instruction to the processor instructing the processor, &om the time the

signal at the first input falls short ofa second threshold value (Uth2) and in an

immediately subsequent second predetermined time period, to issue at the first output a

single signal that is constant and having a value that substantially corresponds to the

signal value at the time, or immediately prior to the time, when the signal at the first

isqput fell short ofthe second threshold value.

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the first threshold value (Uthl) is equal to the second

threshold value (Uth2).

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the control ckcuit comprises a control parameter register

for storing at least one ofthe T^inimiim value (Qmin), the maximum value (Qmax), the

first threshold value (Uthl), the second tiireshold value (Uth2), awire feeding speed

threshold (Umin) and a wure feeding speed maximum threshold (Umax);

that the program comprises at least one instruction to the processor instructing the

processor to set the proportionality so that the control cuxiuit at the first output issues the

miTiimiim yalue (Qmin) when the wire feeding speed (U) corresponds to the wire

feeding speed tuiriinnini threshold (Umin) and the maximum value (Qmax) when the

wire feeding speed (U) corresponds to the wne feeding speed maximum threshold

(Umax); and
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that the program comprises at least one instruction to the processor instructing the

processor to issue at the first output the minimum value (Qmin) when the wire feeding

speed (U) is below the wire feeding speed minimum threshold (Umin) and the

maximum value (Qmax) when the wire feeding speed (U) is above the wire feeding

£!peedmaximum threshold (Umax).

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the programmable control circuit has a second ou^ut,

which second output issues a warning signal when the first output issues the minimum

value (Qmin), or when the wire feeding speed (U) is equal to or lower than the wire

feeding speed minimiim threshold (Umin).

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the progranamable control circuit has a second output,

which second output issues a warning signal when the first output issues the maximum

value (Qmax) or when the wire feeding speed (U) is equal to or higher than the wire

feeding speed maximum threshold (Umax).

hi one embodiment ofthe mvention, a control systan is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the communications port is also arranged for the transfer

of control parameters fix)m the programming device (1 13), via the communication

connection (204), to the programmable control circuit

hi one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the communications port is also arranged for the

transfer between the programming device and the programmable control circuit of data

stored in, or for storage in, the parameter register and ofdata representing at least one of

a valve control signal (Q), a wire feeding speed (U), and a warning signal.

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the programming device conq)rises a user interfece for the

input ofcontrol parameters and for the display ofdata transferred to and fix>m the

programmable control circuit.

hi one embodiment ofthe invention, a control system is provided as disclosed above,

which is characterised in that the programming device is a personal computer (PC).
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The invention provides a method for controlling shielding gas supply to a wire welding

^aratus connected to a gas tank (101) via a gas supply line (210, 202), in which

siqjply line there may according to choice be arranged a pressure regulator (102) and a

manometer (103), which wire welding apparatus comprises a wire feed device (106)

having a feed signal output which is indicative of a wire feeding speed (U), a

controllable gas flow valve (1 10) having a valve inlet, a valve outlet and a valve control

signal input, a gas flow sensor (1 1 1) having a gas inlet, a gas outlet and a sensor signal

output, and a programmable control circuit (112) havmg a first and a second input and a

first output, where the gas tank has an inlet connection (201 , 202) to the valve mlet, the

valve outlet has a valve outlet connection (207) to the gas inlet, the gas outlet has a gas

outlet connection (208) to a shielding gas outlet, the feed signal output has a feed signal

connection (203) to the first input, the sensor signal output has a sensor signal

connection (205) to the second input, the control signal output has a control signal

connection (206) to the valve control signal iapnt, and the programmable control circuit

comprises a processor which, in accordance wilh at least one program in a first memory

in the control drcuit, and on the basis of signals received at the first and second inputs,

provides at the first output a valve control signal (Q), which valve control signal has a

dynamic range ofvalues Umited by a predetermined minimum value (Qmm) and a

predeterminedmaximum value (Qmax), which is characterised by issuing the valve

control signal in the form ofa signal that is proportional to a signal representing the

difference between the signal at the first input and the signal at the second input.

The invention provides a method for controllmg shielding gas supply to a wire welding

apparatus connected to a gas tank (101) via a gas supply Une (210, 202), in which

supply Une there may according to choice be arranged a pressure regulator (102) and a

manometer (103), which wire welding apparatus comprises a wire feed device (106)

having a feed signal output which is mdicative of avme feeding speed (U), a

controllable gas flow valve (110) having a valve mlet, a valve outlet and a valve control

signal input, a gas flow sensor (1 1 1) having a gas inlet, a gas outlet and a sensor signal

output, and a programmable control circuit (1 12) havmg a first and a second input and a

first output, where the gas tank has an inlet connection (201, 202) to the valve inlet, the

valve outlet has a valve outlet connection (207) to the gas inlet, the gas outlet has a gas

outlet connection (208) to a shielding gas outlet, the feed signal output has a feed signal

connection (203) to the first input, the sensor signal output has a sensor signal

connection (205) to the second input, the control signal ou^ut has a control signal

connection (206) to the valve control signal input, and the programmable control chcuit

comprises a processor which, in accordance with at least one program in a first memory
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in the control circuit, and on the basis of signals received at the first and second inputs,

provides at the first output a valve control signal (Q), which valve control signal has a

dynamic range ofvalues limited by a predetermined minimum value (Qmin) and a

predetermined maximum value (Qmax), which is characterised by issuing the valve

control signal in the form of a signal that is proportional to a signal representing the

difference between the signal at the first input and the signal at the second input,

proportional to a signal representing a time integral ofthe difference between the signal

at the first input and the signal at the second input, and proportional to a signal

representing a time derivative ofthe difference between the signal at the first input and

the signal at the second input.

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a melliod is provided as disclosed above, which is

characterised by issuing at the first output, &om the time the signal at the first input

exceeds a first threshold value (Uthl) and in an immediately subsequent first

predetermined time period, a single signal that is constant and having a value which

corresponds substantially to the minimum value (Qmin).

In one embodiment ofIhe invention, a method is provided as disclosed above, which is

characterised by issuing at the first output, from the time the signal at the first input falls

short ofa second threshold value (Uth2) and in an immediately subsequent second

predetermined time period, a single signal that is constant and having a value that

substantially corresponds to the signal value at the time, or immediately prior to the

time, when the signal at tiie first input fell short ofthe second threshold value.

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a method is provided as disclosed above, which is

characterised in that the first threshold value (Uthl) is equal to the second threshold

value (Uth2).

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a method is provided as disclosed above, which is

characterised by storing in a control parameter register in the control chrcuit at least one

ofthe minimiim value (Qmin), the maximum value (Qmax), the first tiireshold value

(Uthl), the second threshold value (Uth2), a wire feeding speed minimum threshold

(Umin) and a wire feeding speed maximum threshold (Umax); setting the

proportionality so that the control circuit at the first output issues the minimum value

(Qmin) when the wire feeding speed (U) corresponds to the wire feeding speed

tninimnm threshold (Umin) and the maximum value (Qmax) when the wire feeding

speed (U) corresponds to the wire feeding speed maximum threshold (Umax); and
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issuing at the first output the minimum value (Qmin) when the wire feeding speed (U) is

below the wire feeding speed minimum threshold (Umin) and the maximum value

(Qmax) when llie wire feeding speed (U) is above the wire feeding speed maximum

threshold (Umax).

In one embodiment of the invention, a method is provided as disclosed above, which is

characterised by issuing at a second output of the programmable control circuit a

warning sigaal when the first output issues the minimum value (Qmin) or when the wire

feeding speed (U) is equal to or lower than the wire feeding speed minimum threshold

(Umin), or a warning signal when the first output issues tiie maximum value (Qmax) or

when the wire feeding speed (U) is equal to or higher than the wire feeding speed

maximum threshold (Umax).

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a method is provided as disclosed above, which is

charactOTsed by transferring control parameters from a programming device (113), via a

communication connection (204), to the programmable control circuit.

In one embodiment ofthe invention, a method is provided as disclosed above, which is

characterised by transferring between a progranuning device (113) and the

programmable control curcuit, via a communication connection (204), data stored in, or

for storage in, the parameter register, and data representing at least one ofa valve

control signal (Q), a wire feeding speed (U), and a waming signal.

In one embodiment of the invention, a method is provided as disclosed above, which is

characterised by entering control parameters and by displaying data transferred to and

from the programmable control circuit, by means of a user interface in the programming

device.

In one embodiment of the invention, a method is provided as disclosed above, which is

characterised in that the programming device is a personal computer (PC).

The invention also provides a welding apparatus, which is characterised in that it

comprises a control system according to the invmtive control system and embodiments

tiiereof as disclosed above.

In the following the invention will be explained in more detail with the aid ofthe

attached drawings, wherein:
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Fig. 1 is a block drawing schematically illustrating a typical known shielding gas

deUvery system;

Fig. 2 is a block drawing schematically illustrating a first embodiment of a shielding gas

deUvery system which comprises the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a block drawing schematically illustrating a second embodiment of a shielding

gas deUvery system which comprises the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a graph illustrating a time sequence example for control signals and shielding

gas flow rate in a shielding gas deUvery system which comprises the present mvention;

Fig. 5 is a rough illustration of a possible embodiment ofIhe control unit according to

the second embodiment shown in Figure 3, for incorporation into the main unit of a

wire welding apparatus for control ofthe shielding gas flow rate in a shielding gas

deUvery system which comprises the present invention;

Fig. 6 is an illustration ofa user interfece when a personal computer is used to set

different control parameters for a possible embodiment ofa processor-equipped control

unit for contix)! ofthe shielding gas flow rate in a shielding gas delivery system which

comprises the present invention; and

Fig. 7 is a circuit diagram for the electronic part of a possible embodiment ofa

processor-equipped control unit for contix)l ofIhe shielding gas flow rate in a shielding

gas deUvery system which comprises the present invention.

A typical known solution for a shielding gas deUvery system in an arc welding

^aratus with automatic wire feed is shown in Figure 1 . The system may be formed of

a gas tank 101, a tank line 201, a pressure regulator 102 which lowers the pressure to a

pressure that is suitable for further distribution of the gas, a distribution Une 202 with a

manometer 103, a manually adjustable flow control valve 104 for determining the flow

rate, a supply Une 207 that passes the shielding gas to the inlet of a gas supply valve 105

in the main imit ofthe welding apparatus, which is indicated in a broken line, and a feed

Une 208 which passes the shielding gas fi-om the outiet ofthe gas supply valve 105 to

the nozzle of tiie welding gun, fi:om where the shielding gas can exit fireely to the weld.

The gas supply valve 105 is typically a solenoid.valve with an open position and a

closed position, which is controlled by an electric signal, which signal also starts or

stops the motor that feeds the welding wire, and/or switches the welding current on or

off. This dependence is indicatedby the connection 203 &om the wire feed motor 106

to the gas supply valve 105. From the illustration in Figure 1, it can be seen that whai

the gas svq)ply valve 105 is closed, gas will flow firam the Une 202 to the Une 207 until

the pressure in the two lines is equal. When the gas siq)ply valve 105 is opened,

accumulated gas in the Une 207 will flow out in a forcefiil spurt until the pressure
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difiference between the two lines is sufficient for tiie flow valve 104 to provide a

uniform gas flow.

A first embodiment ofthe shielding gas delivery system according to the invention is

shown in a block diagram in Figure 2. The part of the gas supply system that is not

associated with the welding apparatus consists of the gas tank 101, the tank line 201, the

pressure regulator 102, and the distribution line 202 with the manometer 103, whilst the

part ofthe system that is associated with the welding apparatus includes a controllable

flow control valve 1 10, a control unit 112 that has a control connection 206 to the flow

control valve 110 and connections to the wire feed motor or its control circuit, and/or to

a welding current control circuit. The control unit 1 12 is also provided with an input

connection 204 for connection to an adjusting device 113 for the adjustment of different

control parameters. The control unit 1 12 reacts to a varying input signal at the input

connection 204 by issuing an output signal at the control connection 206 which varies

as a function ofthe input signal. In its simplest form, flie output signal varies in direct

ratio to the input signal, which gives the result that the gas flow rate in the line 208 will

vary in direct ratio to the input signal, although within the limits that are obtainable in

view ofthe largest and smallest capacities ofthe different lines and the valves, and the

setting ofthe pressure regulator 102. The proportionaUty factor may be set by means of

the adjusting device 113, which for a microprocessor-based control unit 1 12 typically

will be a data terminal, a personal computer or a similar device. The solution shown in

Figure 2 requires a relatively good repeatabiUty in the relation between the output signal

at the control connection 206 and the gas flow rate that is actually obtained in the feed

line 208, which, among other factors, will be dependent upon the setting ofthe pressure

regulator 102. However, a solution of this kind, especially if formed of low-cost

components, will require relatively frequent calibration and checking.

It has been found in practice fliat some controllable flow control valves over time give

great variations in the flow rate, chiefly as a consequence ofpressure variations,

temperature and wear.

With referraice to the block-diagram presentation in Figure 3, there will now follow a

description of a second embodiment ofa shielding gas delivery system according to the

invention, which gives a better performance as regards repeatability and accuracy ofthe

flow rate in the feed line 208. Broadly, tiie solution comprises the same solution as

described above with reference to Figure 2, but comprises in addition a flow sensor 1

1

that is installed in the gas supply line between the controllable flow control valve 110
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and the feed line 208. The flow sensor 1 1 1 has a signal output which issues a signal

that is indicative ofthe gas flow which at any given time flows through the flow sensor

111. The signal output of the flow sensor 1 1 1 is connected via the connection 205 to a

corresponding signal input on the control unit 1 12, so that a feedback loop is formed via

the connection 206, the controllable flow control valve 110 and the connection 207 to

the flow sensor 111. This requires that the flow sensor 1 1 1 has suflScient accuracy and

repeatabihty. In a simple embodiment ofthe control imit 1 12 in this constellation, a

control signal is issued at the connection 206 which consists ofa signal that is

proportional to the input signal at the connection 203 with the addition of a correction

signal that results from the difference between a first signal derived from the signal at

the connection 203 and a second signal derived from the signal at the comiection 205.

However, the correction signal may also be generated by means of a PID (Proportional,

Integrating and Deriving) controller in the control imit 1 12 in order to obtain a rapid

response, good stabiUty and high follow-up accuracy. Thus, it is assured that the actual

gas flow in the line 208 at all times and without significant deviations follows a

predetermined proportionality factor ofthe input signal at the connection 203. This

solution also eliminates the need for frequent checking and calibration.

In the two embodiments described above with reference to Figures 2 and 3, the input

signal at the connection 203 represents a varying signal that is representative for the

actual wire feeding speed and/or the welding current prevailing at any given time. In

practice, the main unit of a welding apparatus may comprise an electric direct-current

motor that assures the wire feed, and the voltage suppUed to the motor will therefore be

representative of the wire feeding speed and could be used directly as the input signal at

the connection 203 to the control unit 1 12. In typical electric welding apparatus, there

Avill be dependence between wire feeding speed and welding current, and for apparatus

of this kind it is not important for the invention whether the operator's adjustments of

the apparatus during the performance of a weldingjob are made to the wire feeding

speed or to the welding current.

With reference to the graph in Figure 4, there will now be described by means ofan

example a gas flow course in a shielding gas supply system according to the invention

during the performance ofa weldingjob where the operator makes adjustments to the

wire feeding speed (or the welding current) during the performance ofa welding

operation. U indicates direct current, illustrated in a broken line, which is supplied to a

wire feed motor and which determines the wire feeding speed, whilst Q indicates the

gas flow, illustrated in a solid line, which flows in the feed line to the welding gun
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nozzle. At time 301, the operator depresses the trigger switch on the welding gun,

which results in voltage being supplied to the wire feed motor. The motor voltage, and

speed, increase rapidly and at the time 302 pass a first threshold Uth at which the

control unit 1 12 is activated. When activated, the control imit 1 12 issues a constant

control signal which indicates a constant minimum flow rate during a time period Tl

.

At the time 303, which is at the end of tibie time period Tl, the control unit 1 12 issues a

control signal to the flow control valve 110 which assures a gas flow that varies

proportionally to the control signal, i.e., proportionally to the motor voltage, and thus

also proportionally to the wire feeding speed. However, the operator has set a

maximum flow rate Qmax that should be coincident with amaximum voltage Umax,

and a minimum flow rate Qmin which should be coincident with a minimum voltage

Umin. As the operator adjusts the wire feeding speed during the welding operation, the

motor voltageU exceeds the maximum voltage Umax at the time 304, and the flow rate

Q ofthe gas is therefore maintained constant at Qmax until the time 305 when the

motor voltage has again been adjusted to a value that is less than Umax. From the time

305, the flow rate Q ofthe gas again varies proportionally to the feeding speed

(represented by U), as set by the operator, until the operator, at the time 306, releases

the trigger on the welding gun, with the result that the motor voltageU drops quickly

and falls below the threshold voltage Uth at the time 307. The control unit 112 registers

that the voltageU falls below the threshold Uth, and will at the time 307, depending on

the parameter settings ofthe control unit 1 12, either assure the immediate shut-off of the

gas flow by deactivation ofthe control unit 1 12, or by means of a memory in the control

unit 1 12 maintain the gas flow at a flow rate Q, which corresponds to the rate that was

present at the time 306, for a time period T2 until the time 308, whereupon the control

unit 1 12 is deactivated.

With reference to Figure 6, seen in conjunction with Figure 5, there is shown an

example ofa xxser interface in connection with the adjusting device consisting of a

personal computer. With reference to the explanation ofFigure 5 above, the reader will

again recognise tiie possible adjustments for the maximum voltage Umax, the minimum

voltage Umin, the threshold voltage Uth, the maximum flow rate Qmax, the miTiimum

flow rate Qmin, the start pulse time period Tl and the stop pulse time period T2. By

comparing Figures 5 and 6, it will be seen that for tiie illustrated example in Figure 4,

the proportionality factor between the input signal (wire feeding speed) at the

connection 203 and the control signal (flow rate) at the connection 206 is determined by

the settings for Unoin and Qmin, andUmax and Qmax.
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Although the invention has been explained with all settings for Umin, Umax, Uth,

Qmin, Qmax, Tl and T2 set as values that make them active during the performance of

the welding operation example explained above, the invention can also be carried out in

such manner that one or more ofthese parameters may be omitted. For example, it is

conceivable that some welding apparatus will never be used to perform welding

operations which make it necessary to use an "afterflow" of gas diuing a time period T2,

in which case this control parameter can be completely omitted, both as functionality in

the control miit 1 12, and in the interface in an adjusting means 1 13.

More generally, the relation between the input signal (wire feeding speed, or welding

current) to and ttie control signal (the flow rate) &om the control unit 1 12 is described

by the expression:

Q = f(U)-

Thus, tiie relation between input signal and control signal does not need to be

proportional or linear, as there could be other important factors for the weldingjob

which may require another dependence. By using a microprocessor, or a

microcontroller, in the control unit 1 12, the implementation ofthe majority of

conceivable relations will be to solve relatively simple program-technical tasks.

The control unit 1 12 can also be provided with both standard settings and tables for

other settings and parameters, depending upon factors such as the wire type used, the

material to be welded, gas type, ambient conditions and so forth. Through a logically

constructed interface, the operator will easily be able to reset both the apparatus and the

shielding gas supply, which in turn will mean better economy and a greater certainty

that the result ofa welding operation has the desired quality.

In one embodiment of a shielding gas delivery system according to the invention, the

flow control valve 111 consists ofan electric pulsed valve means. The control signal to

the flow control valve 111 will in this case be a pulse train with varying frequency

and/or pulse factor as a function of tiie input signals to the control unit 1 12.

In Figures 2 and 3, the control unit 1 12 is provided with an output connection 209. This

is an optional output comection which could carry one or more warning or indicator

signals that may be useful during tiie performance ofa welding operation. For example,

the control unit 1 12 may issue a warning signal tiiat tells the operator that the flow rate

has reached the maximum value Qmax, or for example, in the case ofthe constellation

in Figure 2, that the correction signal derived from the signal from the flow sensor 111
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is not capable of correcting a deviation, with tiie result that the flow rate will deviate

from the desired value. The last-mentioned case could occur, for example ifthe gas

tank runs empty during the performance of a welding operation.

Although the invention has been explained using examples that essentially use electric

signals between the different elements, the invention could be realised using other types

of signals carriers, as for instance by using pneumatic, hydrauhc, optical or mechanical

means for signal transmission. Optionally, a combination of different signals could be

used, as for instance an electric input signal to the control unit 112 at the connection

203, and a pneumatic control signal from the control unit 1 12 to the flow control valve

1 10 at the cotmection 206.
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Patent claims

1.

A control system for controlling the shielding gas supply to a wire welding apparatus,

which wire welding apparatus has a wire feed device (106) having a feed signal output

which is indicative of a wire feeding speed (U), which wire welding apparatus is

comiected to a gas tank (101) via a gas supply Une (210, 202), in which supply line

there may according to choice be arranged a pressure regulator (102) and a manometer

(103), characterised in that the control system comprises

a controllable gas flow valve (1 10) haviug a valve inlet, a valve outlet and a valve

control signal input;

a gas flow sensor (1 1 1) having a gas inlet, a gas outlet and a sensor signal output; and

a programmable control circuit (1 12) having a first and a second input and a first output,

wherein the gas tank has an inlet connection (201, 202) to the valve inlet, the valve

outlet has a valve outlet connection (207) to the gas inlet, the gas outiet has a gas outlet

comiection (208) to a shielding gas outlet, the feed signal output has a feed signal

comiection (203) to the first input, tide sensor signal output has a sensor signal

comiection (205) to the second input, the control signal output has a control signal

comiection (206) to the valve control signal input, and

the programmable control circuit comprises a processor which, in accordance with at

least one program in a first memory in the control circuit, and on the basis of signals

received at the first and second inputs, provides at the first output a valve control signal

(Q), which valve control signal is adjustable within a dynamic range ofvalues limited

by a predetermined minimxun value (Qmin) and a predetermined maximum value

(Qmax).

2.

A control system as disclosed in claim 1, characterised in that the programmable control

circuit has a third input, which third input is a communications port for the transfer of

the at least one program firom a progranmiing device (1 13), via a communication

connection (204), to the memory.

3.

A control system as disclosed in claim 1 or 2, characterised in that the program

comprises at least one instruction to the processor instmcting the processor to issue the

valve control signal as a signal that is proportional to a signal representing the

differ^ce between the signal at the first input and the signal at the second iqput.
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4.

A control system as disclosed in claim 1 or 2, characterised in that the program

comprises at least one instruction to the processor instructing the processor to issue the

valve control signal as a signal that is proportional to a signal representing the

difference between the signal at the first input and the signal at the second input,

proportional to a signal representing a time integral of the difference between the signal

at the first input and the signal at the second input, and proportional to a signal

representing a time derivative of the difference between the signal at the first input and

the signal at the second input.

5.

A control system as disclosed in any one ofthe preceding claims, characterised in that

the program comprises at least one instruction to the processor instructing the processor,

firom the time the signal at the first input exceeds a first threshold value (Uthl) and in an

immediately subsequent first predetermined time period, to issue at the first output a

single signal that is constant and having a value which corresponds substantially to the

minimum value (Qmin).

6.

A control system as disclosed in any one ofthe preceding claims, characterised in that

the control circuit comprises a second memory arranged to continuously register the

signal value at the first output; and

that the program comprises at least one instruction to the processor instructing the

processor, from the time the signal at the first input falls short of a second threshold

value (Uth2) and in an inomediately subsequent second predetermined time period, to

issue at the first output a single signal that is constant and having a value that

substantially corresponds to the signal value at the time, or immediately prior to the

time, when the signal at the first input fell short ofthe second threshold value.

7.

A control system as disclosed in any one ofthe preceding claims, characterised in that

the first threshold value (Uthl) is equal to the second threshold value (Uth2).

8.

A control system as disclosed in any one ofclaims 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7,
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characterised in that the control circuit comprises a control parameter register for storing

at least one ofthe minimxmi value (Qmin), the maximum value (Qmax), the first

threshold value (Uthl), the second threshold value (Uth2), a wire feeding speed

minimum threshold (Umin) and a wire feeding speed maximum threshold (Umax),

that the program comprises at least one instruction to the processor instructing the

processor to set the proportionahty so that the control circxiit at the first output issues the

minimum value (Qmin) when the wire feeding speed (U) corresponds to the wire

feeding speed minimum threshold (Umin) and the maximxmi value (Qmax) when the

wire feeding speed (U) corresponds to the wire feeding speed maximum threshold

(Umax); and

that the program comprises at least one instruction to ttie processor instructing the

processor to issue at tiie first ou^ut the minimum value (Qmin) when the wire feeding

speed (U) is below the wire feeding speed minimum threshold (Umin) and the

maYiTmim valuc (Qmax) when the wire feeding speed (U) is above the wire feeding

speed maximum tiireshold (Umax).

9.

A control system as disclosed in any one ofthe preceding claims,

characterised in that the programmable control circuit has a second output, which

second ou^ut issues a warning signal when the first output issues the minimum value

(Qmin) or when the wire feeding speed (U) is equal to or lower than the wire feeding

speed minimum threshold (Umin).

10.

A control system as disclosed in any one ofthe preceding claims,

characterised in that the programmable control circuit has a second output, which

second output issues a warning signal when the first output issues the maximum value

(Qmax) or when the wire feeding speed (U) is equal to or higher than the wire feeding

speed maximxmi threshold (Umax).

11.

A control system as disclosed in any one of claims 2-10,

characterised in that tiie conununications port is also arranged for the transfer ofcontrol

parameters from the programming device (1 13), via the communication coimection

(204), to the programmable control circuit.
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12.

A control system as disclosed in any one of claims 2-11,

characterised in that the commmiications port is also arranged for the

transfer between the progranaming device and the programmable control circuit of data

stored in, or for storage in, the parameter register and of data representing at least one of

a valve control signal (Q), a wire feedmg speed (U), and a warning signal,

13.

A control system as disclosed in any one of claims 2-12,

characterised in that the programming device comprises a user interface for the input of

control parameters and for the display of data transferred to and from the programmable

control circuit

14.

A control system as disclosed in any one ofclaims 2 - 13,

characterised in that the programming device is a personal computer (PC).

15.

A metiiod for controlling shielding gas supply to a wire weldmg apparatus connected to

a gas tank (101) via a gas supply line (210, 202) in which supply line there may

according to choice be arranged a pressure regulator (102) and a manometer (103),

which wire welding apparatus comprises a wire feed device (106) having a feed signal

output which is indicative of a wire feeding speed (U), a controllable gas flow valve

(1 10) having a valve inlet, a valve outlet and a valve control signal input, a gas flow

sensor (1 1 1) having a gas inlet, a gas outlet and a sensor signal output, and a

programmable control circxiit (1 12) having a first and a second input and a first output,

where the gas tank has an inlet connection (201, 202) to the valve inlet, the valve outlet

has a valve outlet connection (207) to the gas inlet, the gas outlet has a gas outlet

coimection (208) to a shielding gas outlet, the feed signal ou^ut has a feed signal

connection (203) to the first input, the sensor signal output has a sensor signal

connection (205) to the second input, the control signal output has a control signal

coimection (206) to the valve control signal input, and the programmable control circuit

comprises a processor which, in accordance with at least one program in a first memory

in the control circuit, and on the basis ofsignals received at the first and second inputs,

provides at the first output a valve control signal (Q), which valve control signal has a

dynamic range ofvalues limited by a predetermined minimum value (Qmin) and a

predetermined maximum value (Qmax),
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characterised by

issuing the valve control signal in the form of a signal that is proportional to a signal

representing the diflBerence between the signal at the first input and the signal at the

second input.

16.

A method for controlling shielding gas supply to a wire welding apparatus connected to

a gas tank (101) via a gas supply line (210, 202) in which supply line there may

according to choice be arranged a pressure regulator (102) and a manometer (103),

which wure welding apparatus comprises a wire feed device (106) having a feed signal

output which is indicative of a wire feeding speed (U), a controllable gas flow valve

(1 10) having a valve inlet, a valve outlet and a valve control signal input, a gas flow

sensor (1 1 1) having a gas inlet, a gas outlet and a sensor signal output, and a

programmable control circuit (1 12) having a first and a second input and a first output,

where the gas tank has an inlet connection (201, 202) to the valve inlet, the valve outlet

has a valve outlet connection (207) to the gas inlet, the gas outlet has a gas outlet

connection (208) to a shielding gas outlet, the feed signal output has a feed signal

connection (203) to the first input, the sensor signal output has a sensor signal

connection (205) to flie second input, the control signal output has a control signal

connection (206) to the valve control signal input, and the programmable control circuit

comprises a processor which, in accordance with at least one program in a first memory

in the control circuit, and on the basis of signals received at the first and second inputs,

provides at the first output a valve control signal (Q), which valve control signal has a

dynamic range ofvalues limited by a predetermined minimimi value (Qmin) and a

predetermined maximvim value (Qmax),

characterised by

issuing the valve control signal in the form of a signal that is proportional to a signal

representing the difference between the signal at the first input and the signal at the

second input, proportional to a signal representing a time integral ofthe difference

between the signal at the first input and the signal at the second input, and proportional

to a signal representing a time derivative ofthe difference between the signal at the first

iiq)ut and the signal at the second input.

17.

A method as disclosed in claim 15 or 16, characterised by issuing at the first output,

fix>m the time the signal at tiie first input exceeds a first tiureshold value (Uttil) and in an
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inunediately subsequent first predetermined time period, a single signal that is constant

and having a value which corresponds substantially to the minimum value (Qmin).

18.

A method as disclosed in claim 15 or 16, characterised by giving at the first output,

fi-om the time the signal at the first input falls short of a second threshold value (Uth2)

and in an immediately subsequent second predetermined time period, a single signal

that is constant and having a value that substantially corresponds to the signal value at

the time, or immediately prior to the time, when the signal at the first input fell short of

the second threshold value.

19.

A method as disclosed in one of claims 17 or 18, characterised in that the Gxst threshold

value (Uthl) is equal to the second threshold value (Uth2).

20.

A method as disclosed in one of claims 15-19, characterised by storing in a control

parameter register in the control circuit at least one ofthe minimum value (Qmin), the

maximimi value (Qmax), the first threshold value (Uthl), the second threshold value

(Uth2), a wire feeding speed minimum threshold (Umin) and a wire feeding speed

maximum threshold (Umax);

setting the proportionality so that the control circuit at the first output issues the

miniTmiTTi value (Qmin) when the wire feeding speed (U) corresponds to the wire

feeding speed minimum threshold (Umin) and the maximimi value (Qmax) when the

wire feeding speed (U) corresponds to the wire feeding speed maximum threshold

(Umax); and

by issuing at the first output the minimum value (Qmin) when the wire feeding speed

(U) is below the wire feeding speed minimum threshold (Umin) and the maximum

value (Qmax) when the wire feeding speed (U) is above the wire feeding speed

maximum threshold (Umax).

21.

A method as disclosed in one ofclaims 15 or 16, characterised by issuing at a second

output offhe programmable control circuit a warning signal when the first output issues

the minimnm value (CJmin) or when the wire feeding speed (U) is equal to or lower tiian

the wire feeding speed Tr^fniimim threshold (Umin), or a warning signal when the first
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output issues the maximum value (Qmax) or when the wire feeding speed (U) is equal

to or higher than the wire feeding speed maximum threshold (Umax).

22.

A method as disclosed in one of claims 15-21, characterised by transferring control

parameters, from a programming device (113), via a communication connection (204),

to the programmable control circuit.

23.

A method as disclosed in one of claims 15-21, characterised by transferring between a

programming device (113) and the programmable control circuit, via a communication

connection (204), data stored in, or for storage in, the parameter register, and data

representing at least one ofa valve control signal (Q), a wire feeding speed (U), and a

warning signal.

24.

A mettiod as disclosed in claim 23, characterised by entering control parameters and by

displaying data transferred to and from the programmable control circuit, by means of a

user interface in the programming device.

25.

A method as disclosed in one of claims 22

device is a personal computer (PC).

24, characterised in that the programming

26.

A welding apparatus, characterised in that it comprises a control system according to

any one ofpatent claims 1-14,
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